Sign Language for Question Stems and Alphabet

Click links to see brief video clips of the hand signs for:

- **WHO** - Put the thumb of the hand sign for ‘L’ on your chin and wiggle the index finger
- **WHAT** (as in "what is this…?") - Brush the index finger of the right hand down across an open left hand
- **WHEN** - Touch your index fingers and make a circle with right index finger; return to tip to tip
- **WHERE** - With ‘1’ hand facing outward, move back and forth
- **WHY** - With open right hand palm-in on forehead, move out to a palm ‘Y’
- **HOW** - With palm-down bent hands put knuckles so they are touching and roll hands inward to outward ending palm-up
- **WHICH** - With palms facing ‘A’ hands, move them up and down alternately